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EXPECTATIONS HIGH
FOR ATHLETES
BY JEFF CARR
The sequel to a great movie is
always widely anticipated and
often carries with it the high ex
pectation of its supporters. For
the men and women who play
sports here at the University of
Alabama in Huntsville, expecta
tions will be high this year after
a tremendous showing across
the athletic department last
season.
Six UAH teams brought
home conference champion
ships during the 2012-2013
seasons and five of those com
peted in national postseason
tournaments.
Continuing their stellar
form from the past few seasons,
the men's basketball team
won their fourth regular sea
son conference championship
in a row and advanced to the
NCAA South Regional. Senior
guard Jaime Smith took home
conference player of the year
honors as well as the Daktronics South Region player of the
year award. Newcomer to the
team Wayne Dedrick performed
at a high level all year and was
named GSC Freshman of the
year. The men also became the

first Division II team to be in
vited to the NIT Season Tip-off
where they beat a D-l squad,
North Texas.
The women's bas
ketball team won the GSC
tournament and won their
first round game of the South
Region tournament to notch the
first NCAA tournament win in
program history. For her efforts
lighting up the scoreboard, Jas
mine Hammon won GSC player
of the year.The Softball team
continued their winning ways
by bringing home the regular
season conference title and an
eleventh straight tournament
appearance as well as earning
a trip to the NCAA South Super
Regional. Coach Les Stuedemann won coach of the year
honors and Kimberly Jack took
home the freshman of the year
award while the team ended
the year ranked No. 11 in the
country.If there was an award
to be won in the Track and
Field area, both the men andwomen of UAH Track and Field
won it. Both the men and the
women took home the newly
formed Peach Belt conference

Haterz: 0

title last year. Blaise Binns and
Kedeshia Simpson both earned
South Region Track Athlete of
the Year awards, and coach
David Cain and assistant Soyini
Thompson were named coach
and assistant coach of the year.
Men's Cross Country had a
fantastic season, as well, win
ning the GSC for the second
year in a row. Blaise Binns won
at both the GSC championship
and the SouthRegion championship.Men's Tennis earned
the program's first ever national
tournament win and finished in
the top 50 in the ITA Division II
national rankings.
With all that success,
fans are extremely excited for
the 2013-2014 year. Men's
and women's soccer, along
with volleyball, all start at the
beginning of September. Mark
your calendars for the home
openers. Men's and women's
soccer'sfirst home games are
both on Sep. 8 and against
Lincoln Memorial. Volleyball's
first home game is vs. Alabama
A&M on Sep. 11

Did you play sports in highschool? Do you miss the com
petitive atmosphere? Are you
just looking for something fun
to do while in college? If so, you
may be perfect for Blue Crew:
Athletics' Craziest Fans.
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THE WAY
WAY BACK
With "The Way Way Back,"
Hollywood made a decision to
take the nostalgic road when
recounting the struggles of
teenage youth. Among huge
titles such as "The Hunger
Games," "The Mortal Instru
ments" and "Percy Jackson," it
offers a breat of fresh air.
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GEEK SQUAD
Six UAH teams brought back conference champi
onships during the 2012-2013 year. These include
men's basketball winning a fourth regular season
championship, women's basketball won the GSC

A University of Alabama stu
dent is suing Best Buy and the
Geek Squad in federal court
after nude photos on her per
sonal computer were posted to
the internet without her knowl
edge

tournament and men and women took the Peach
Belt Conference.

VMA'S A SHOW OF
CONTRADICTIONS
BY MIKAEL WOOD
LOS ANGELES _ It's a rite
of pop-culture passage as
established as a first trip to
Disneyland: the former kiddieTV starlet's need to create a
rupture with the child she was
and introduce the woman she's
become.Britney Spears did it
with help from a gigantic snake,
Christina Aguilera with a pair of
barely-there leather trousers.
And last year Selena Gomez
and Vanessa Hudgens did it
by appearing together in the
violent, sex-soaked "Spring
Breakers."
But none of these
one-time teen queens made
quite the splash Miley Cyrus did
Sunday night at the 2013 MTV
Video Music Awards, where
the 20-year-old firebrand once
known as Hannah Montana

NYPD's "Stop and Frisk" Tac
tics Ruled UnconstitutionalBy
Lucas Stewart On Aug. 12, U.S.
District Judge Shira Scheindlin ruled that New York City's
"Stop and Frisk" policies were
unconstitutional. The federal
judge handed down her ruling
after hearing nine weeks of
testimony during a class action
lawsuit challenging the prac
tice. The lawsuit was brought
by the Center for Constitutional
Rights against the city of New
York on behalf of plaintiffs who
felt they had been stopped and
searched unconstitutionally.
The judge found that "the city
acted with deliberate indiffer
ence toward the NYPD's prac
tice of making unconstitutional
stops and conducting uncon
stitutional frisks." In addition to

BLUE CREW

immediately blasted the judge's
these findings, she also wrote
decision, citing the "Stop and
in her 195-page decision that
Frisk" policy as a primary
"the city adopted a policy of
reason for the city's decreas
indirect racial profiling by tar
ing crime rates. Mayor Bloom
geting racially defined groups
berg described the ruling as "a
for stops based on local crime
dangerous decision" made by a
suspect data. This has resulted
judge who "doesn't understand
in the disproportionate and dis
how policing works." This deci
criminatory stopping of blacks
sion could potentially encour
and hispanics in violation of the
age other civil liberties groups
Equal Protection Clause."
in similar metropolitan areas
According to the Wall
Street Journal, the NYPD made to confront police departments
they feel are stopping minority
approximately 4.4 million stops
citizens at a disproportionate
under theprogram between
rate (when compared to their
2004 and 2012. Of those that
were stopped by the NYPD dur percentage of the total popu
lation). Proponents of these
ing that period, over 80 percent
search policies say that this
were either black or His
ruling will drastically reduce
panic and 90 percent of those
the practice of a proven crime
stopped were not charged with
prevention tactic.
a crime. However, New York
In an effort to combat
City Mayor, Michael Bloomberg

twerked herself silly amida lurid
phantasmagoria of dancing
bears, wagging tongues and,
perhaps most bizarrely, Robin
Thicke dressed like he was due
for work at Foot Locker.End
lessly analyzed and rehashed
online in the hours following
Sunday's telecast from the
Barclays.Center inBrooklyn^
the performance was Cyrus'
coming-way-out party, an ag
gressively bawdy, thrillingly
garish assertion of self that
used the tools of a big-budget
TV production to say something
unexpectedly raw.
And if the rendition
of her summer hit "We Cant
Stop" (which she combined
with Thicke's "Blurred Lines")
set off the usual hand-wringing
about What's Happened to Our
Young People, Cyrus likely isn't
worried: Now she'sa topic of

grown-up conversation, and
just before the release of an
upcoming album to be titled,
rather wonderfully, "Bangerz."
Miley: 1. Haterz: 0.
Other acts vied for
attention with different provoca
tions, more or less the point of
this annual extravaganza since
MTV stopped playing music
videos years ago. Looser than
the Grammys and cooler than
the American Music Awards,
the VMAs are where superstars
goto prove themselves, settle a
score or create a controversy.
Even by those miscel
laneous standards though,
this year's installment _ 2013's
highest-rated cable telecast
among viewers ages 12 to 34 _
felt particularly de-centered as
it rocketed between extremes,
pushing buttons seemingly
designed to stoke social-media

NYPD'S "STOP
AND FRISK"
TACTICS RULED
UNCONSTITU
TIONAL
BY LUCAS STEWART

NEWS I PAGE 2

CHARGING ON
"Charge On" is a phrase all
Chargers
know.
Everyone
knows what it means to them
and most know what it means
to someone else, but what
does it mean for Charger Ath
letics?

SPORTS I PAGE 4

BAR LOUIE
Bar Louie is a franchise with
locations all over the U.S., but
no two locations are exactly the
same. The Bar Louie, Hunts
ville location is an awe-inspiring
mix of the upscale and casual
dining experiences.
ARTS AND LEISURE j PAGE

3

PRISON
REFORM
The Obama Administration
hopes to reduce the number of
inmates in the United States'
heavily populated prison sys
tem by initiating reforms that
would alter the way federal
prosecutors charge low-level,
non-violent drug offenders and
would allow for the early re
lease of some current inmates.

NEWS I PAGE 2

NEWS & CAMPUS
A University of Alabama student
is suing Best Buy and the Geek
Squad in federal court after
nude photos on her personal
computer were posted to the
internet without her knowl
edge.
Nicole March was em
ployed by Best Buy in August of
2011 when she turned her com
puter over to the Geek Squad
to help her retrieve lost data
from her hard drive. She was
later made aware of her photos
circulating the internet by an
employee of the Geek Squad
on May 13, 2013. She imme
diately informed the general
manager of the Best Buy store
and was contacted by a Geek
Squad employee four days
later, informing her that they
had discovered The culprit" and
that efforts were being made to
remove the pictures. According

to the lawsuit, the file names
of the nude photos made her
identifiable as the person in the
pictures.
A week after, March
was told that her photos had
been downloaded to the filesharing website, The Pirate
Bay, and she filed a criminal
complaint with the Tuscaloosa
Police Department. However,
the 12-month statute of limita
tions had run out and the case
had to be closed by local po
lice. March has now hired Bir
mingham attorneys Stephen D.
Heninger and Gayle L. Douglas
who filed an invasion of privacy
lawsuit on behalf of March
in federal court on August 9,
2013. According to the lawsuit,
March, an art student with an
emphasis on sculpture, kept
nude photos on her computer
for "private, personal and pro-

GEEK SQUAD
POSTS STUDENT'S
NUDE PHOTOS
BY MELISSA BERRY

fessional reference and use,"
and the release of these photos
has caused her "severe mental
anguish, embarrassment and
humiliation." The lawsuit alleges
that This conduct was utterly
reprehensible and cannot be
tolerated in a civilized society
where a customer entrusts her
computer to a service for repair
and rescue."
The lawsuit goes on
to say that March, "relied upon
the terms and condition of her
agreement with defendants and
the privacy policy and expecta
tions that accompanied this ser
vice for rescue of data for their
customers." According to geeksquad.com, their privacy policy
states, "We take great care in
safeguarding your personal in
formation and in complying with
all applicable federal and state
privacy laws and our own inter

nal standards and best prac
tices." March claims that she
is embarrassed and humiliated
by the fact that These private
and sensitive photos have been
published and made acces
sible to untold and innumerable
persons for improper use and
viewing." In an interview with
al.com, March's attorney, Steve
Heninger stated, "In this day in
society we've got to do every
thing we can to protect privacy
and that's the purpose of this
suit."
The lawsuit, which
claims invasion of privacy,
outrageous conduct, breach
of contract, negligent supervi
sion, training and entrustment,
negligence and wantonness is
seeking a jury trial and unspeci
fied compensatory and punitive
damages from Best Buy and
The Geek Squad.

"STOP AND
FRISK"
CONTINUED

kk
Photos taken from Nicole March were
for, "private, personal and professional
use," according to the lawsuit.

BY LUCAS STEWART

OBAAAA ADMINISTRATION
INITIATES MAJOR PRISON
REFORM
BY ASHLEY CAIN
The Obama Admin
istration hopes to reduce the
number of inmates in the
United States' heavily popu
lated prison system by initiating
reforms that would alter the
way federal prosecutors charge
low-level, non-violent drug of
fenders and would allow for the
early release of some current
inmates.
These reforms are
aimed at reducing the over
whelming costs of maintain
ing the United States prison
system, the operation of which
reached $80 billion in 2010. In
a speech to the American Bar
Association on Monday, Attor
ney General Eric Holder stated,
"Our system is in many ways
broken, as the so-called war on
drugs enters its fifth decade,
we need to ask whether it has
been fully effective and usher
in a new approach." During his
address, Holder later asserted,
"Too many Americans go to
too many prisons for far too
long and for no truly good law
enforcement reason, we cannot
simply prosecute or incarcerate
our way to becoming a safer
country." The International
Centre for Prison Studies in
London affirms that the United
States is the leading incarcerator in the world. The United
States currently makes up only
5 percent of the total global
population, but holds roughly a
quarter of the world's incarcer
ated individuals.
Attorney General Eric
Holder is working with the
Justice Department to instruct
federal prosecutors to charge
low-level, non-violent drug
offenders in a manner which
would avoid current manda
tory minimum sentences. This
stipulation of Holder's push for
reform may allow prosecutors
to circumvent recording the
amount of cocaine an offender
allegedly possessed at the
time of arrest on formal charg

ing documents. By omitting the
amount of cocaine in posses
sion at the time of arrest, pros
ecutors can avoid the manda
tory minimum sentence of ten
years in prison for the posses
sion of five kilograms or more
of cocaine. Attempts for prison
reform continue as Holder
pushes for the early release of
non-violent elderly inmates who
are deemed no longer a threat
to society.
Holder is continuing
prison reform initiatives by
pushing for the enactment of
legislation which would allow
federal judges to avoid the
implementation of mandatory
minimums in certain cases.
However, Holder's initiatives
are receiving mixed reviews
from Congressional politicians.
While the majority of Demo
crats support Holder's reforms,
Republicans feel Holder may
have crossed the line with his
mandates. "If Attorney Gen
eral Holder wants to reform
our criminal justice system, he
should work with Congress to
do so," U.S. House of Repre
sentatives Judiciary Commit
tee Chairman Bob Goodlatte
(R-VA) said. Holder's reforms
are also receiving support from
Republican Senators Rand

Paul of Kentucky and Mike
Lee of Utah, both of which are
considered favorites of the Tea
Party Movement.
The Attorney Gen
eral's proposed reforms are in
direct opposition to the current
"hard on crime" standards of
the five-decade-strong War on
Drugs. Initiated by President
Richard Nixon in 1971, the War
on Drugs has received support
from both Republican President
Ronald Reagan and Demo
cratic President Bill Clinton and
continues to receive support
from politicians and the pub
lic. Former federal prosecutor
William Otis claims that the
practice of mandatory minimum
sentences for drug offenders
is more than effective, citing
the decrease in crime since
the establishment of manda
tory minimum sentences in the
Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1986.
Otis specifically countered the
notion of lessening.sentenc
ing for non-violent offenders,
stating, "Liberals tend to equate
nonviolent and npnharmful, and
that's an error, drug dealing
is plenty harmful. And ask the
people whose life savings got
cleaned out by Bernie Madoff
whether a nonviolent offense is
a non-harmful offense."

((
Our system is in many ways
broken, as the so-called v/ar on
drugs enters its fifth decade, we
need to ask whether it has been
fully effective and usher in a new
approach.
ATTORNEY GENERAL ERIC HOLDER

the "indirect racial profiling" of
the New York Police Depart
ment, Judge Scheindlin has
appointed the NYPD's first
independent monitor to oversee
compliance with the judge's
orders and overall changes to
the department's practices. City
officials reacted critically to the
decision. "No federal judge has
ever imposed a monitor over a
city's police department follow
ing a civil trial," Mayor Bloom
berg said. He then remarked
that the city did not receive a
fair trial and would immediately
seek to stay the ruling while at
tempting to appeal the judge's
decision. The independent
monitor selected by the judge
is Peter Zimroth, 70, who was
NYC's top lawyer in the late

80s. In addition to monitoring,
Judge Scheindlin also specified
that the NYPD adopt a written
policy that iterates the specific
circumstances under which
stops are authorized. She also
instituted a trial program in one
precinct in each of the city's five
boroughs that requires officers
to wear body worn cameras
in order to greater assure the
constitutionality of their policing
procedures.
This is not Judge
Scheindlin's first run-in with the
NYPD and her verdict surprised
few familiar with her traditional
handling of civil liberties cases.
Since being randomly selected
to preside over the 1999 lawsuit
following the shooting death of
an unarmed black man by the

NYPD's now disbanded Street
Crime Unit, she has handled
the majority of lawsuits against
the NYPD fortheir "Stop and
Frisk" policies. Despite the
controversy, there is a judi
cial precedent for "Stop and
Frisk" practices. Under 1968's
landmark U.S. Supreme Court
ruling, Terry vs. Ohio, law of
ficers are allowed by law to
stop and frisk persons that they
have reasonable suspicion are
committing (or have committed)
a crime and may be armed or
an imminent danger. This type
of search by police has been
known as a "Terry" search ever
since. It will be interesting to
see if thel 968 ruling still holds
water in Judge Scheindlin's
NYC.

Interested in writing for
THE CHARGER TIMES?

email us:
chargertimes@uah.edu

VMA's CONTINUED
BY MIKAEL WOOD
buzz then retreating into the
safety of assured showbiz
professionalism.Were these the
whitest VMAs in history or the
blackest?The youngest or the
oldest? The most exciting or the
most embarrassing?AII of the
above.The show opened with
Lady Gaga, who sang her new
single"Applause" while quickly
cycling through a succession of
outfits and hairstyles, beginning
with one get-up that suggested
a cross between the Flying Nun
and SpongeBob SquarePants
and concluding with a seashell
thong bikini and what looked
like long, blond extensions.
(Perhaps she felt compelled to
go racy as ameans of offsetting
the use of "Applause" in a goofy
Kia commercial that aired at
least twice during the VMAs.)
Katy Perry had a new single
to promote, too, so there she
was at the close of the show
doing "Roar" which pundits
have pitted against "Applause"
in a kind of heavyweight diva
duel from inside a boxing ring

stationed beneath the Brooklyn
Bridge.
Taylor Swift and One
Direction were present, pick
ing upawards and providing
the kind of unmediated reac
tion shots that bloggers use
to create instant-classic GIFs.
(Worth seeking out is Swift's
apparently explicit brush-off of
One Direction's Harry Styles,
with whom she's been romanti
cally linked.)And there was,
of course, Justin Timberlake,
who won the Michael Jackson
Video Vanguard Award as well
as theprize for video of the
year for his song "Mirrors,"
which he described in his ac
ceptance speech as a tribute
to his grandparents.Those
honors came with a perk: 20
minutes or so of the show's run
time to do with as Timberlake
pleased. Providing what may
have been a preview of his
upcoming arena tour, the singer
ran through practically all of his
solo hits _ "Cry Me a River,"
"Like I Love You," "SexyBack,"
"Suit & Tie" and reunited (for
approximately 15 seconds) with

his old mates in the boyband 'N
Sync.In a backstage shot of the
group following its appearance,
you could practically see the
gratitude radiating off every guy
not named Justin.
As always with Tim
berlake, the mini-concert was
slickly impressive. ("I still run
this ..." he crowed at one point.)
Yet it also felt interminable
and a bit musty, especially as
compared with Bruno Mars'
rendition laterin the show of
his song "Gorilla," which found
Mars exercising some of the
same old-school razzle-dazzle
but with far more intensity and
sexual energy.Still, even Mars
looked like a wallflower next to
Cyrus.
The evening's funniest
viral image purportedly de
picted the reaction of Will Smith
and his family to Cyrus' perfor
mance, though some Internet
fact-checkers claimed that the
Smiths' horrified expressions
were actually captured dur
ing Lady Gaga's appearance.
Eitherway, they're priceless.

?
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BAR LOUIE: FAR FROM A DIVE BAR
BY ASHLEY BAKER
Bar Louie is a franchise with
locations all over the U.S., but
no two locations are exactly the
same. As I entered our Huntsville location, honestly, I was
in awe. Complete with a huge
patio area with at least a dozen
four- top tables, a granite bar,
and beautiful tile work aligning
the walls, Bar Louie is not your
average Huntsville bar. Bar
Louie is "upscale casual" where
you can find men in three-piece
suits, college students and ca
sual moms all in one place hav
ing a wonderful time. The food
and drink definitely measure up
to the level that the aesthetics
would haveyou expect.
With a name like Bar
Louie, the first thing on our
minds was drinks. Offering local
beers from Straight to Ale and
Yellowhammer and an exten
sive wine list, there is a drink
for everyone. Being a fan of
sweet and fruity drinks, I asked

The only down side to their
our bartender Kim what she
extensive drink menu was the
recommended that was in com
price. While martinis range from
parison to a sex on the beach.
$8-10 and shots are $6, they
She made a specialty martini
may not fit a college student s
from Bar Louie by the name
budget. Bar Louie only uses
of "Tickled Pink." The Tickled
top shelf alcohol and fresh
Pink features X-Rated Fusion
squeezed juices, so the price is
Liqueur, DeKuyper Peachtree,
and cranberry and orange juice. right for those extravagancies.
Next, we ordered an
It was sweet without being
appetizer
(called Small Plates
sickeningly so. I also tried the
the
menu)
of Bavarian Pret
in
Grand Lemon Drop, which has
zel
Sticks
($8.50).
They were
Grey Goose, fresh lemon juice,
light
and
fluffy
on
the
inside,
and pure cane syrup. It remind
while
maintaining
the
perfect
ed me of anadult lemonade and
pretzel
texture
on
the
outside.
was wonderful.
They
were
served
with
fresh
After discussion of why
house
made
cinnamon
butter,
shots always burn and taste
queso,
and
honey
mustard.
The
less than fabulous, another
cinnamon
butter
was
the
star,
I
bartender on duty, B, recom
really
had
to
stop
the
husband
mended a couple of sweet
from eating it with a spoon, be
shots for us to try. I requested
cause I wanted to do it myself.
a key lime pie shot, while my
For our entrees, we
husband went with an oatmeal
ordered
the Voodoo Chicken
creme pie shot. They were
($12)
and
the Buffalo Chicken
phenomenal and tasted just
Flatbread
($11).
like their individual namesakes.

AT A GLANCE
Atmostphere: 10
Service: 8
Food: 10
Price: 7
Overall: 9/10
Bonuses:
Happy Hour: Every day
4-7p.m. half priced appetizzers and wine by the glass, $5
martinis, $3 draft beers
Address & Hours:
365 Bridge Street(Across
from Cafe 153)
The Voodoo Chicken is
served with andouille sausage,
bell peppers,voodoo sauce,
rice and thin pounded chicken.
The chicken was expertly
prepared, and the voodoo
sauce was tangy and decadent
without being too heavy. The
buffalochicken flatbread was a
perfect combination of chicken,
blue cheese and buffalo sauce
that goes great with any of
the many beers served at Bar
Louie.
For dessert we
splurged on the Tennessee
Whiskey Cake soaked with
Jack Daniel's glaze. The cake
is flavored with baked apple
and caramel, and is the epito
me of what home would taste
like. The baked apples take on
a fig-like flavor, complimentary
to the transformation of flavor.
Overall, Bar Louie is a
wonderful place for drinks as
well as food.

Monday - Sunday
11 a.m. - 2a.m.

TOP: Voodoo Chicken

with Cajun spices and
a decadent sauce
that's perfect for dip
ping.
LEFT: The Diva, one

of the most popular
drinks, sporting Skyy
Pineapple, pomegran
ate syrup and Pama
Cordial.
RIGHT: Pretzels with

cinnamon butter, a
tangy mustard and a
rich queso.

KICK ASS 2:
FAULTY BUT
SATISFYING
BY SAMUEL GIBBY

This sequel, while not as good
as the first movie, was still satis
fying to watch.

With "The Way Way Back,"
Hollywood made a decision to
take the nostalgic road when
recounting the struggles of
teenage youth. With huge titles
such as "The Hunger Games,"
"The Mortal Instruments" and
"Percy Jackson," the life of an
adolescent seems to depict an
over-exaggerated struggle for
survival by fighting monsters
and the supernatural. With Fox
Searchlight Picture's newest
film, The Way Way Back, it
shows that for a teenager, the
demons are not that far from
home.They are part of it.
"The Way Way Back"
is a coming of age drama
about Duncan (Liam James), a
socially awkward teenager who
is forced to spend his summer at
his mother's (Toni Collette) with
her boyfriend (Steve Carrell)
and his daughter. Feeling like a
fish out of water he ironically
finds solace secretly working
at Water Whizz, a generic water

park after meeting the random
wise cracker Owen (Sam Rock
well).
For all reasons, this
movie is completely cookie
cutter cliche, whether it is its
stereotypical characters and
their respective archetypes or
the use of overused themes,
but somehow the movie works.
It is like they realized that at
some point these characters
exist, but they just changed the
names and faces. The story
and people are predictable, be
cause we all know these peo
ple. Duncan is the tormented
child that has no say in his life,
and seeks refuge in a place
where he can discover who is,
Trent (Carrell) is the abusive
boyfriend and Duncan's mother
(Collette) is the woman that
stays through it all because it is
the best she thinks she can do.
Although it is meant for
adults, the film has an emo
tional tug for both adults and

"Kick-Ass," along with the
sequel in theaters now, was
developed alongside the
graphic novels for Marvel by
famous comic book writer Mark
Millar. On the cover, the story
appears to be a stupid graphic
novel/movie series. But, the
series asked a very good ques
tion - what if comic book fans
decided to become superheroes? The graphic novel, along
with its movie adaptation, was
very successful. This success
allowed for the creation of the
second graphic novel and cur
rent sequel in theaters - "KickAss 2.n
After the title character
(Aaron Taylor-Johnson) first
appeared, he not only inspired
a group of superheroes but he
also inadvertently causes a

youth. Issues such as sepa
ration of the family, infidelity
and teenage love are seen
from point of view of Duncan's
limited perspective of life. This
is what gives the film clarity and
a sense of uniqueness despite
its cliche characters and plot
formula.
"The Way Way Back"
can be best described as a
dramedy, with its clever bal
ance of emotional and comical
substance. It is meant to evoke
feelings, but not all of them in
volving misery. It is bittersweet.
With a cast ranging
from A to D-list actors, very
few characters truly stand out.
Main stars Carrell and Rock
well guide the film as emo
tional opposites. Carrell, the
very well played antagonist to
Duncan, and Rockwell the lazy
but insightful one. James may
have been the leading charac
ter, but his portrayal seemed
realistic but overly whiny. It was

group of the first supervillains to
arise. This film also focuses on
Mindy Macready (Chloe Grace
Moretz) attempting to distance
herself from her upbringing as
Hit-Girl and live life as a normal
teenage girl.
This sequel, while not
as good as the first movie, was
still satisfying to watch. "KickAss 2" along with the previous
film deviated away from the
original source material since
the books were more graphic
than the films. The moral of the
first film, that a character's ac
tions result in consequences, is
still present in this movie, but it
was not as strong.
The actors were very
suitable for this film. Chloe
Grace Moretz was still good
in her role and despite what

the minor characters like the
ones played by Allison Janey
and River Alexander that easily
stole the show with their oneliners.
With no nudity and lim
ited harsh language, I recom
mend this film to everyone.
I will give The Way Way
Back a "Full Price Must Watch"
Rating.

many critics said, there were no
problems with the film focusing
mostly on her character. Jim
Carrey stole the show as the
former gangster turned super
hero, Colonel Stars and Stripes.
Christopher Mintz-Plasse, who
portrays the film's main antago
nist - Chris D'Amico, was still
hilarious like he was in the first
movie. Do not expect his villain
ous performance, however, to
be anything like Heath Ledger's
Joker or Tom Hiddleston's Loki.
While the movie was
hilarious, at times it felt n6t just
sophomoric but also tasteless.
One problem that was present
in this movie was at the end
when Hit-Girl kissed Kick-Ass.
In terms of the plot, it should
not be considered a problem
but knowing the actors' actual

ages can ruin the scene. De
spite the possibility of a sequel
coming out since "Kick-Ass 3"
is now hitting comic book store
shelves, the film series should
end with this movie.
Overall, "Kick-Ass 2"
contains a few faults that may
alier^ite some people and will
certainly not get many rave
reviews, however it is hard not
to recommend it - especially
to those who enjoyed the first
movie.

THE WAY WAY
BACK:
COMING OF
AGE DRAMEDY
BY REGGIE ALLENN

Li
It was the minor characters like the ones played
by Allison Janey and River Alexander that easily
stole the show with their one-liners.

SPORTS
IT'S A SMALL WORLD
AFTER ALL
BY TAYLOR REED
This world is a big place
but if you want to experience
different cultures and learn
about other countries you
have to look no further than
Charger Athletics.
This year there are
14 different countries repre
sented on our UAH sports
teams. In a world so big, our
coaches have done a great
job in recruiting international
athletes from all over to come
to Huntsville and play for the
team in blue. This year, Char
ger Athletics has taken on a
more international flavor. Ten
nis alone has players travel
ing in from the Netherlands,
Switzerland, Spain, Brazil and
Norway. The soccer team has
flown in players from England,

Iceland, Germany, Brazil and
Venezuela; and these are only
a few of the countries repre
sented.
Bringing so many na
tionalities together is not an
easy task but it is one in which
everyone benefits. There may
be some language barriers,
but as one student athlete ex
plained, "athletics draws such
a diverse group of students to
campus because it not only
benefits athletics but our uni
versity as a whole".
We as Americans have a
lot we can learn from these in
ternational athletes, and these
athletes have a lot they can
learn from us. These athletes
are living on campus along
with ail of the other students.

They are sitting in class with
us and eating with us in the
'caf. Sit down and talk to
these athletes and go to their
games, you will learn more
about this world than you can
ever learn in History class
and you can teach more than
could ever be thought. In one
week of interacting with these
international athletes I have
already learned many things.
Charger Athletics reaches
further than this state, fur
ther than this country; with
14 countries represented this
year, we are making a world
wide impact which helps not
only our sports, but helps
our university's culture as a
whole.

CHARGING ON
BY SARA MCMAHAN
"Charge On" is a phrase all
Chargers know. Everyone
knows what it means to them
and most know what it means
to someone else, but what
does it mean for Charger Ath
letics?
Charger
athletes
have intense workouts they
go through on a daily basis.
Hours of practice and train
ing, just for an hour and a half
of contest play at a time. It is
easy to get into a slump or a
rut, and struggle to progress
forward. The Chargers have
one simple solution, they
charge on no matter what. Not
only is it up to the athletes but
as fans we must support and
charge on as well.
In the 2012 season,
Charger hockey was faced
with a sobering reality. They
had a unique chance to be
come a part of the Western

Collegiate Hockey Associa
tion. This opportunity came
at a time of need while the
hockey program's future was
unclear. Not only was the con
ference looking at the ability
of the Chargers but also the
fan support as well. Chargers
came together as well as the
community to fill the iceplex
unlike some had ever seen
before.
As a Charger fan, I
attended the occasion being
one of my first hockey games
and it was astounding. I had
been to basketball games and
seen Spragins Hall filled but
never like it was at the Ice
plex. It was a time when not
only the athletes but also the
fans and the community truly
came together to Charge On
and support no matter the out
come.

I attended the first
home game of the season and
had to come back for more.
I had been to other sports
events, but there was some
thing about the atmosphere
that made me return. In the
student section at that hock
ey game was in my opinion a
close second to UAH basket
ball. There may not always be
as many students but sitting
right at the ice, the charger
hockey fans are just as loud
as dt any other event.
It's a unique feeling to show
your charger pride at UAH
sporting events. If you have
never had the opportunity to
attend one, it is something I
believe every charger should
experience. For me, it awoke
a new sense of pride for my
school, and it is a pride I want
others to experience as well.
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This year alone there are 14
different countries represented
on our UAH sports teams.

The Chargers have one simple
solution, they charge on no
matter what. Not only is it up to
the athletes but as fans we must
support and charge on as well.

THE HIERARCHY
BLUE CREW:
OF RUNNING
ATHLETICS'
CRAZIEST FANS BACK VALUE
BY JUSTIN STRICKLAND

BY TAYLOR REED
Did you play sports in high-school?
Do you miss the competitive at
mosphere? Are you just looking
for something fun to do while in
college? If so, Blue Crew is here
for you! Blue Crew is UAH's Spirit
Group for athletics. Blue Crew
brings students and athletes to
gether and provides opportunities
for all students, regardless of ath
letic ability.
Blue Crew kicked the
school year off with a bang by let
ting players and athletes play to
gether before the season tips off.
On Monday the 19th, as one of
the Week of Welcome Tradition
events, Blue Crew hosted MinuteTo-Win-lt. If you were there you
were able to see the competitive
ness of our athletes but what was
even more interesting was seeing
the competitiveness of some of

with the best of them. Minor
uncertainties keep them from
running with the studs. In a
12-man league, you certainly
should not let these guys fall
out of the first round, let alone
the second.

our normal students. The game
show event involved many wacky
games lasting 60 seconds each.
For one event the track athletes
had to run around the U.C. with
a kite tied to their head and keep
it flying. The crowd favorite by far
was definitely when basketball
stars Jordan Smith and Taylor
Chapman had to "drop that thun
thun thun" on stage in order to
empty a box of ping pong balls.
Blue Crew will host many
events all centered around athlet
ics throughout the year. Coming
up in October during Homecoming
Week be sure to look for Midnight
Madness, which will kick off the
basketball season! Everyone is a
Charger, so come cheer on your
Chargers with Blue Crew for free
food, shirts and chances to win
great prizes all while having fun!

Interested in writing for
THE CHARGER TIMES?

email us:
chargertimes@uah.edu
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Although quarterbacks top the
points list at the end of ev
ery year (in standard scoring
leagues), they are not the most
valuable.
Fantasy football has made its
home in mainstream sports,
demanding space in sports
sections across the nation.
America loves fantasy foot
ball because we can all play.
Before you rack your brain for
the perfect Game of Thronesthemed team name; before
you check your bank account
to see how much of your stu
dent loan you can wager on
this season; and, most impor
tantly, before you sit down and
draft with your closest friends,
classmates and co-workers,
think about value. Drafting
value is what gives you a
preseason advantage, much
before the week-to-week ros
ter tweaking and waiver-wire
wrestling.
Although
quarter
backs top the points list at the
end of every year (in standard
scoring leagues), they are not
the most valuable. In fantasy
football, value exists in the
scarce. There are at least 12
good starting quarterbacks in
this year's draft, and in stan
dard leagues, you only start
one. Wide receivers and tight
ends are also quite deep this
year in that you can find pro
duction in mid to late rounds.
Running backs, however, are
a fantasy football delicacy.

running backs is the steepest.
That said, I have compiled
a list of tiers so your league
buddies don't gobble up the
talent and leave you with the
scraps.
Tier 1 (The AP Tier) - Adrian
Peterson
The man who was 9 yards
shy of the all-time single sea
son rushing record stands
alone atop the fantasy foot
ball mountain. He is one of
the few "can't miss" guys that
we have seen in years. Only
injury could keep him from ab
solutely dominating.
Tier 2 (The Studs) - Arian Fos
ter, Doug Martin, Marshawn
Lynch, Jamal Charles
These guys are no-brainers
in that they are at the peak of
their careers in rush-first of
fensive schemes. The studs
round out a very comfortable
top 5 in a top-heavy draft. DO
NOT let these guys fall out of
the first round.
Tier 3 (The Stat-Sheet Fillers)
- Ray Rice, CJ Spiller, Alfred
Morris, LeSean McCoy, Trent
Richardson
There is very little separa
tion between this tier and the
last. These guys are not only

Tier 4 (The RB1-RB2 Tweeners) - Steven Jackson, Matt
Forte, Chris Johnson
This group is the cream of the
crop RB2 group. It would be
a surprise to find them in the
third round.

TE Ed Dickson
With Dennis Pitta out for the
year, Dickson is the number
one tight end in Baltimore.
Super Bowl MVP Joe Flacco
needs a new safety blanket
with the absence of Anquan
Boldin.

FLEX Cordarelle Patterson
The rookie Patterson looks to
be solidifying himself at WR2
across from Greg Jennings in
Minnesota. The guy has an
other gear after-the-catch and
Tier 5 (The RB2s) - Stevan should fill in nicely for the re
Ridley, Frank Gore, Maurice cently departed Percy Harvin.
He will get looks all over the
Jones-Drew
These are solid RB2 options. field and is a constant threat
These guys are viable in the to take it to the house,
second and third rounds, but to be the dominant conference
an absolute treat in the fourth. with the better record overall.
The NBA only seems to have
Tier 6 (The Rest) - Darren a couple title contenders. The
McFadden, DeMarco Murray, favorites are the Heat, the
Reggie Bush, David Wilson, Knicks in the east, the Spurs,
Lamar Miller, Darren Sproles, and the Thunder in the west.
The current player
Monte Ball, LeVeon Bell
making
noise around the
This group consists of high
league
has
to be Dirk Nowitzupside, capable backs. Some
ki.
Nowitzki
has
made a splash
are worthy of RB2 roles and
after
being
injured
for most of
some would be excellent flex
the
start
of
the
season,
and
options. Tier 6 is a pile of un
now
has
risen
to
be
the
star
certainty.
he once was. Some say it is
Just for kicks, I've included his new look, the growth of the
my All-Sleeper Team. These "Duck Dynasty" style beard.
players should be available Dirk with his beard has led
after pick 100 in most stan the Mavericks roaring back to
compete with the Lakers and
dard leagues.
the Jazz for the final playoff
spot.
QB Michael Vick
The player to watch
With quarterback being the
deepest position in the draft, this week is J.R. Smith. Smith
Vick will be around late. He has been the spark plug of the
is still one of the most athletic Knicks, and has often been
quarterbacks in the league the shining light of the team.
and is a wild card in rookie He has been called a snub for
Head Coach Chip Kelly's du not being on this year's all-star
team. Smith is constantly per
al-threat offense.
forming by scoring insanely
as often as possible with two
RB Giovani Bernard
Giovani is a scat-back ex of his last three games being
traordinaire. Even if the rook over 30 points. Smith is help
ie doesn't unseat veteran "law ing the Knicks keep in form
firm" Green-Ellis, he will get after the loss of the alwaysplenty of touches in the pass injured Amar'e Stoudemire.
game. See CJ Spiller.
WR Mike Williams
This guy quietly had a solid
year last year. There's plenty
of fantasy love to go around
in Tampa Bay and Williams is
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College Survival Guide
Mow to survive your first year
on campus — without going broke
By Jace Evans and Zainab Mudallal
McClatchy-Tribune

BUDGETS
For most, college is the first
time students will get their hands
dirty with money management.
And it's not easy. We spoke with
some experts to find out the best
ways to manage your money.
Mitchell Weiss, author of
"College Happens — A Practical
Handbook for Parents and
Students" ($12.34, Amazon.com),
and adjunct professor at the
University of Hartford, said that
budgeting is "aggregating all the
cash coming in and
allocating all the
expenses heading
out."
In doing
this allocat
ing, Laura
Schaefer, author
of "Ultimate
Money-Saving
Hacks for College
Students" ($2.99, Amazon.com),
says you should "take a few days to
make it because you are always
going to forget stuff to include."
If your budget is still going
awry, what should you do? Weiss
suggests keeping a journal of
your spending. "It's a way to
troubleshoot and find a leak in the
system," Weiss said.
Beth Kobliner notes in her book,
"Get a Financial Life: Personal
Finance in Your Twenties and
Thirties" ($12.65, Amazon.com),
essentials at this age may include
rent, groceries, utilities, student
loans and health insurance. Books,
school supplies, laundry materials,
toiletries and dorm room furnish
ings are also essentials. Non-essen
tial items include entertainment,
eating out and shopping trips.
That's not to say you can't have
fun, just be aware of how much
you are spending. This includes
joining a fraternity or sorority.
"Ask questions, and make sure you
know fees and how they work,"
Schaefer said. Every chapter is dif
ferent, but a quick scan around
Forbes' top-100 colleges list finds
prices to be, well, pricy with aver
age dues as high as $3,362.
If you still need a more rigid
budgeting structure. Kobliner's
book suggests trying a free website
like www.mint.com. Mint comes
with a tree mobile app available in
the Apple App Store and on Google
Play. Mint collects all of your trans
actions in one place, allowing you
to see where your money is going
and how you can save.

HOUSING
According to the College
Board, the average college student
pays between $8,000 and $9,500
a year for room and board, with
$2,500 to $4,500 of that total
going toward food. Although that
*3111 TUIVY
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can take up a large portion of
total college costs, there are ways
to minimize these high prices.
Obvious options include living
with family nearby. A recent
report by student loan provider
Sallie Mae said 57 percent of stu
dents are using this option.
However, with most colleges
requiring incoming freshman to
live on campus, that may not
be an option. Here are some
tips to keep in mind:
• Location: It is no doubt
that low-cost areas, smaller
towns and public colleges come
with a cheaper price tag. According
to a 2012-2013 U.S. News and
World Report, Fordham University
in Bronx, N.Y., charges $15,374
per year (including board) for their
spacious New York City apartmentstyle spaces. Tamara Almai, a sen
ior communications/media major at
the university, paid approximately
$1,700 a month when living in
dorms and will pay $800 after
moving to an apartment in
Brooklyn. Northwestern Oklahoma
State University in Alva, Okla.,
offers the most affordable room
and board in the nation, according
to U.S. News, charging just $1,300
for a modern suite-style dorm with
basic amenities, and $3,700 includ
ing the weekly 19-meal dining
plan. "It's all supply and demand
and local market driven," said
Marc Wallace, director of students
and housing at the Oklahoma
school. "It's a town of only 5,000,
and there's no major highway or
city nearby."

College is meant to be the best years of your life — and they better
be for the price you're paying.
For the 2012-2013 school year, the average student's budget hovered
around $22,261 and $43,289 for public and private institutions respec
tively, according to the College Board. That's a lot of money.
Although Congress approved a bipartisan student loan deal that
ensures lower federal loan rates, higher education still comes with a Hi
massive price tag.
This fall, 21.6 million students are expected to attend U.S. colleges
and universities, a 6.2 million increase since fall 2000, according to the
National Center for Education Statistics.
For many of these students money management will be one of the
most important — and toughest — things they'll face. To help ease the
process, we've complied these tips and hints.
• Stick to the basics: No
need for extravagance in freshman
dorms. Schools like Clemson
University have a $3,000-perOo
year discrepancy
between the cheapest,
basic dorm and the
most expensive, luxuri
ous one.
• Volunteer: Schools
like UCLA, offer a cheap co
op housing option in
exchange for four hours of
chores a week. University
Cooperative Housing Association
Executive Director Arusha
Weerasinghe said that price-wise,
UCHA is "about a third of what it
costs to live on campus," meals
and utilities included.

USEFUL TIPS
When it comes to other ways
to save on campus, here are some
smart habits to help avoid living
off ramen noodles.
Schaefer said the key to saving
money is your attitude: "If you're
likely to look at everything with a
question in mind, you're likely to
save." Here are some questions
Schaefer recommends:

Is there an event going on?
If you're a freshman, most likely,
yes. There will always be events
on campus with free food, shirts
and other activities. Take
advantage of them.

Should I bring my
student ID? Yes!
If you're on a
college campus,
most establishments
from hair salons to concert
venues will have a student special
or discount on one or more days
of the week. If you're paying full
price, question it.
Can I make that myself? This
doesn't just apply to two-ingredi
ent recipes (http://bit.ly/RRJwH8).
If you can turn cereal boxes into
useful storage organizers, go
ahead! And if you can't, visit web
sites like www.instructables.com,
or Schaefer suggests finding some
one that can. "It's about using your
social network," she said.

Is there an app for that?
Always. And with the college crowd
being well-versed with technology
and social media, many of the dis
counts are easy to obtain. Check in
at establishments on Foursquare and
Yelp on your smartphone, and sub
scribe to Groupon and LivingSocial
deals for your college town,
Schaefer said.

TRANSPORTATION

ILLUSTRATIONS BY CHRIS WARE/LEXINGTON HERALD-LEADER/MOT

Unfortunately, for most incom
ing freshmen, many schools have
policies that prevent you from
having a car on campus. Here are
some tips for what you can do
when you need transportation that
your own two feet can't provide.
• If you're in need of travel
within your college town, many
schools offer a bus system that is
free for students. One great service
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that many universities are turning to
is NextBus (www.nextbus.com/
homepage/), a free online site that
alerts students to when buses will
be arriving for certain stops.
• For those going to school qt a
city, Almai said, "if you ride the
train (subway) several times a
week, then it certainly pays off to
have a weekly or monthly unlimit
ed MetroCard." Almai also said she
rides her bike as much as she can.
• Amtrak (www.amtrak.com)
offers more than 500 destinations
with stops in 46 states for those
avoiding the airport. With a mobile
app compatible on most smartphones, it allows you to book
trains, check schedules and can
generate an e-ticket. That said,
always compare prices with air
lines; the train might not always be
cheaper. Hipmunk (hipmunk.com)
is a site and app that in addition to
price can sort your flight options
by "agony," or the number of con
nections and the duration of the
trip including any layovers.
• If you're looking for a
cheaper alternative to Amtrak,
look no further than Greyhound
buses. Greyhound's prices are
reasonable and it serves more
than 3,800 North American stops.
• If you are absolutely in need
of a car and don't have one of your
own, you can always turn to carpooling. Make friends with some
one who has a car and you can both
benefit — you, by getting where
you need to go, and them, by shar
ing the cost of gas. Of course tech
nology has eliminated the need to
personally know someone with a
car. You can reach out to people on
your class Facebook pages, or you
can turn to ride-sharing apps such as
Lyft. Ridejoy or Sidecar Ride to get
where you need to go.

CLIFF, THAT LARGE ASTEROID IS
STILL LOOSE, ROLLING AROUND
AS THE STATION TURNS!

IT CAN RUN OVER PEOPLE
WITHOUT WARNING.
DO SOMETHING A30UT IT.

THAT'S NOT WHAT I HAD IN MINI
•

•

!

Los Angeles Times Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited by Rich Norris and Joyce Lewis

ACROSS
1 Beach lotion
letters
4 Piece of
information
9 Like a visit from
Francis
14 LaoTzu principle
15 Really angry
16 Musical in which
Madonna set a
Guinness World
Record for "Most
costume
changes in a film"
17 That, to Teresa
18 "File folder
material
20 Book of maps
22 Police force
member
23 Eye drop
24 "Halloween bash
with costumes
28 Only brother not
in any Marx
Brothers films
29 Belgian river
30 "Stop, horse!"
32 The Spartans of
the Big Ten: Abbr.
34 Old Russian
loaHf^rQ
38 "You've got mail"
company
39 The Kettles, or a
hint to the
answers to
starred clues
42 Lav of London
43 Cowboy contest
45 Onassis
nickname
46 Barristers' degs.
47 Norse prankster
50 First of four Holy
Roman emperors
52 "Law firm bigwig
58 Bird sacred to Tut
59 T, to Socrates
60 Pong producer
61 "Foam bedding
item
65 Fishing pole
66 Trap during a
winter storm,
maybe
67 Chopin work
68"_ to Joy"
69 About, date-wise
70 Managed
somehow
71 Filmmaker
Craven
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By C.C. Burnike

DOWN
1 Cook, as
asparagus
2 Carb-loader's
entree
3 Forty-niner's
disillusionment
4 Bite-sized
Chinese dish
5 Parseghian of
football
6 Light brown
7 Mohawk River city
8 Something to hum
9 Energy
10 Blog posters' selfimages
11 Peter, the pickledpepper picker
12 Dined in
13Comedic Cable
Guy
19 Jungle swingers
21 Color of water
25 Actress Thompson
26 Civil rights
pioneer Parks
27 Animal rights org.
30 Civil __
31 "Yoo- !"
33 One, to Juanita
35 Aligned perfectly
36 Hold up
37 Sailor's distress
signal

Saturday's Puzzle Solved
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CALAMITIES OF NATURE by TONY PIRO
(c)2013 Tribune Content Agency, LLC

39 Synthesizer
pioneer Robert
40 Fall
41 Pocket bread
44 Stretchy, as a
waistband
46 Former Senate
majority leader
Trent
48 Flying toy
49 "Be right there!"
51 Dealt players
52 Act like
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53 Calculators
often made
with bamboo
frames
54 Compound in
fireworks
55 Exuberance
56 Gradually wear
away
57 Fair attractions
62 Genetic letters
63 Newborn dog
64 Fruity drink

AS KNOWLEDGE BECOMES
MORE SPECIALIZED, WE
INCREASINGLY RELY ON
THE OPINIONS OF EXPERTS
FOR OUR. DECISIONS.

THIS CREATES DEMAND
FOR SPECIALISTS, WHICH
IN TURN PROVIDES AN
INCENTIVE FOR PEOPLE
TO FAKE EXPERTISE

IN SUCH AH ENVIRONMENT;
HOW SHOULD I DECIDE
WHICH OF THE SO-CALLED
EXPERTSI CAM
V. REALLY TRUST?

WELL, IT 3UST SO HAPPENS
THAT I'M AN EXPERT
INI CHOOS1W6 EXPERTS.' _
FOR 3UST GIQ.T5, X A
CAW HELP—AHEYFX'M
THE REAL
EXPERT AT
•WCHOOSING „
EXPERTS!)

